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Positive news drives Lulo forward
Lucapa released Interim Results to 30 June 2016 on 13 September that will
serve to remind investors of the scale of the opportunity Lucapa offers. Record
production and sales volumes act as solid backdrop for a company that has the
potential to identify the first major diamond resource in Africa for a generation.
We reiterate our Buy recommendation and increase our target price to A$0.44c
from A$0.39c.

(Remains Unchanged)

Target Price: A$0.44 (A$0.39)
Share Price: A$0.33

 Interim results – Lucapa released Interim Results for the period ended 30 June 2016

(Price at close 14 September 2016)
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A$107m

on 13 September which saw the company announce a maiden profit of $3.3 million for
the period, following the special distribution of diamond sale proceeds. Basic EPS for
the period was $1.2c (Interim FY2015: $0.9c loss).
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 Excellent operational performance – In the period to 30 June, Lulo recovered a record

5,668cts including 53 special diamonds, an increase of 105% vs. H1 FY2015 driven by a
145% uplift in material processed. Operations continue to exceed expectations with
record recoveries in July and August, as special stone recoveries (>10.8ct) reached 59
and 39 diamonds respectively. The company also announced it had recovered a 38.6ct
pink diamond, surpassing the previous record for the largest fancy coloured diamond
recovered from Lulo to date.

Absolute & Relative Performance

 Diamond sales: Another record broken – Lulo generated $26.1 million (A$36.6

1.06
0.96

million) from the sale of 4,601cts (+54% yoy). Post period end, Lulo held two sales
raising a total of $6.2 million through the sale of 1,985cts at an average of $905/ct
(not including any significant special goods) and a sale of 3,624cts at an average of
$1,212/ct, including a 28.5ct light pink. We believe that whilst Lulo can consistently
produce large high value white diamonds, there remains significant potential for high
value coloured diamonds to be recovered, further increasing the overall value of the
project. As at the sale cut-off date, inventory held by Lulo was 1,685cts.
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 Reiterate Buy recommendation and increase TP to A$0.44c – Our price target,

normally generated by using a blended average of NAV/per share and earnings per
share, is not applicable at this time. Our group target of A$0.44c (A$0.39c) reflects our
longer term diamond price and FX forecasts. We ascribe no value to the kimberlite
opportunities other than what has already been contributed by Lucapa but we believe
that should a drilling programme define economically viable targets, we could
envisage a valuation significantly in excess of the current market capitalization.

From time to time, we offer investment banking and other services (IBS) to Lucapa Diamond
Company. Within the past 12 months, we have received compensation for IBS from Lucapa Diamond
Company. Panmure Gordon & Co acts as corporate broker to Lucapa Diamond Company in the UK.
We buy and sell these securities from customers on a principal basis. Accordingly, we may at any time
have a long or short position in any such securities. We may make a market in the securities of
Lucapa Diamond Company.
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The views expressed in this note accurately reflect the research analyst's personal views about any
and all of the subject securities and issuers. No part of the research analyst’s compensation was, is or
will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by the
research analyst (or analysts) responsible for the content in the report.
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Distribution of investment ratings for equity research (as of 1 Jun 16)

Rating: GUIDELINE (return targets may be modified by risk or liquidity issues)

Overall Global Distribution (Banking Client*)

Buy

Total return of >10% in next 12 months

Buy

Hold

Sell

Hold

Total return >-10% and <+10% in next 12 months

74% (45%)

20% (3%)

6% (0%)

Sell

Total return <-10% in next 12 months

* Indicates the percentage of each category in the overall distribution that were banking and/or corporate broking clients

All of the recommendations and views about the securities and companies in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the research analyst named on the
cover of this report. No part of this research analyst’s compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views
expressed by the research analyst in this research report. This report has been prepared by a member of the Panmure Group (being Panmure Gordon (UK) Limited
("Panmure Gordon"), its "group" as defined in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and each member of the Panmure Group's directors, employees, agents
and nominees). It may not be reproduced, redistributed or copied in whole or in part for any purpose.
We buy and sell these securities from customers on a principal basis. Accordingly, we may at any time have a long or short position in any such securities.
This report has been approved in the UK by Panmure Gordon solely for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. In the UK, this
report is directed at and is for distribution only to persons who (i) fall within Article 19(1) (persons who have professional experience in matters relating to
investments) or Article 49(2)(a) to (d) (high net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial
Promotions) Order 2005 (as amended) or (ii) are professional customers or eligible counterparties of Panmure Gordon (all such persons together being referred to
as "relevant persons"). This report must not be acted on or relied upon by persons in the UK who are not relevant persons.
Panmure Gordon is not a US registered broker-dealer. Transactions undertaken in the US in any security mentioned herein must be effected through a USregistered broker-dealer, in conformity with SEC Rule 15a-6.
Neither this report nor any copy or part thereof may be distributed in any other jurisdictions where its distribution may be restricted by law and persons into whose
possession this report comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Distribution of this report in any such other jurisdictions may
constitute a violation of UK or US securities laws, or the law of any such other jurisdictions
This report does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities referred to herein. It should not be so construed, nor should it or any part of it
form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. The information in this report, or on which this report is based, has
been obtained from sources that the Panmure Group believes to be reliable and accurate. However, it has not been independently verified and no representation
or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy or completeness of any information obtained from third parties. The information or opinions are
provided as at the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. The information and opinions provided in this report take no account of the
investors’ individual circumstances and should not be taken as specific advice on the merits of any investment decision. Investors should consider this report as only
a single factor in making any investment decisions. Further information is available upon request. No member of the Panmure Group accepts any liability
whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of this report or its contents.
By accepting this report you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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